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EDINBURGH TRAM (LINE TWO) BILL COMMITTEE:   
 PHASE 1 OF CONSIDERATION STAGE 

 
 
Purpose  

 
1. This paper provides an overview of Consideration Stage of Private Bills 

and discusses the work the Committee will have to undertake as it 
proceeds through this stage. 

 
Background 
 

2. Process at Consideration Stage (CS) of a Private Bill is set out in 
Standing Orders and Guidance on Private Bills, albeit that these 
sources leave a degree of flexibility for the Committee to decide its 
proceedings.      

 
3. While CS is the second stage of the Private Bill process, it is 

significantly different from stage 2 of a Public Bill in that it is split into 
two distinct phases.  The first phase is primarily to examine the 
substance of objections that have been made to the detail of the Bill.  
This is described in more detail below. 

 
4. The second phase is the same as normal stage 2 proceedings for a 

Public Bill; the Committee will examine the detail of the Bill and 
consider and dispose of any amendments which have been lodged.  As 
this phase is not expected to begin until after the summer recess, a 
more detailed paper will be provided at that stage.  However, one point 
worth highlighting now is that only Members of the Committee can 
lodge amendments to the Bill during phase two of Consideration Stage.    

 
First phase 

5. In essence, the first phase of Consideration Stage is “quasi-judicial” in 
nature and the role of the Committee is to act as arbiter between the 
promoter and objectors.  Practically speaking, this means that where 
parties cannot resolve their differences by prior negotiation, they may 
be invited to appear before the Committee to discuss these differences 
and the Committee will have to choose between them.  The ultimate 
output of this phase is a written report to the Parliament, in which the 
Committee will give its decisions on the objections it considered.  The 
report may also indicate areas where the Committee expects the Bill to 
be amended during the second phase of Consideration Stage.    
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Groupings 
6. Before getting to oral evidence-taking, there are a series of decisions 

which have to be made by the Committee.  First, the Committee must 
agree from whom to invite evidence and what form that evidence 
should take. 

 
7. This decision will be informed by the Committee’s ability to group those 

objections that were received at Preliminary Stage and which, the 
Committee agreed, demonstrated that the objector would be clearly 
adversely affected by the Bill.  There are seventy seven such 
objections, all of which relate to specified provisions of the Bill rather 
than to the whole Bill.   

 
8. The purpose of grouping objections is to ensure that when it comes to 

evidence-taking, all legitimate arguments are considered by the 
Committee, whilst any unnecessary repetition of objections or evidence 
is avoided.  This ensures that the process is conducted as efficiently as 
possible for all those involved.   

 
9. The Committee can only group objections if they are the same or if 

they give similar reasons in opposition to similar aspects of the Bill.  
Paper ED2.S2.05.4.2 provides an example of how the objections to the 
Edinburgh Tram (Line Two) Bill could be grouped and how evidence 
could be taken, and will form the basis for the Committee’s discussion 
today.    

 
10. Once agreement on groupings has been reached, the Committee must 

then select one or more objectors from each group to provide evidence 
on those objections on behalf of that group (to be known as “lead 
objectors”)1.  For those objections which the Committee cannot - or 
chooses not to - group, it must invite every objector whose interests 
would be adversely affected by the Bill to provide evidence.  Similarly, 
the Committee must also invite the promoter to give evidence.    

 
Submitting evidence 

11. Once the Committee has decided on groupings and informed the 
relevant parties (i.e. the promoter and the objector), the promoter and 
each lead objector must then be invited to submit certain written 
information - in sequence - to the Committee.  The ultimate purpose of 
this information is that it will help shape proceedings when the 
Committee comes to hear oral evidence.  

 
12. First, lead objectors should submit a list of the witnesses they would 

like to support their position when it comes to hearing oral evidence,  
and a “witness summary” for each2.  Witness summaries should 
provide the name of each proposed witness; their function (whether 
they are acting in a personal or professional capacity);  include a bullet 

                                                 
1 An objector may request that they be placed in a group of their own.   
2 Objectors should also indicate any amendments that they think should be made to the Bill.   
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point summary of their evidence; the expected time required to give 
their evidence; and their availability to attend3. 

 
13. The Committee then has the right to select from this information, those 

witnesses it wishes to invite to provide oral evidence.  Once this has 
been determined, “timetable meetings” can be held with the promoter 
and the relevant objectors.  Essentially, these meetings will help to 
establish a detailed timetable for oral evidence to be heard by the 
Committee.  The Committee can delegate to the clerk the 
preparation of the timetable, but ultimately it must be agreed by 
the Committee.   

 
14. The conduct of timetable meetings is made easier by the fact that lead 

objectors have already provided their witness summaries and the 
Committee has agreed the list of witnesses it wishes to provide oral 
evidence; this helps parties estimate the length of time each potential 
witness would take to provide oral evidence and identify any potential 
duplication in evidence from witnesses.  It also saves work for the 
promoter and the objectors, by ensuring that they do not prepare full 
witness statements for witnesses who the Committee does not want to 
invite. 

 
15. Once the timetable is agreed, the promoter and lead objectors will then 

be required to produce the second type of written information alluded to 
in paragraph 11 - “witness statements” - for each of the witnesses 
whom the Committee is calling to give oral evidence.  The promoter 
and objectors can also provide oral evidence as witnesses. 

 
16. Witness statements should set out the witness’s evidence in detail and 

identify the areas where there is agreement and dispute between the 
parties.  The statement need not repeat material already before the 
Committee (for example, the Committee’s Preliminary Stage report, 
objectors’ initial letters, accompanying documents to the Bill, etc) but 
could refer to any such material as appropriate.   

 
17. Once witness statements have been received, they are forwarded to 

the other parties who are then permitted to supplement (but not 
replace) their own witness statements to address issues raised by 
others.  These further statements can then be sent back to all other 
parties for further comment, but only if the Committee requests this.  

 
18. The purpose of these exchanges is to narrow down the issues on 

which oral evidence is really necessary, by helping to:      
 delineate clearly each witness’s evidence - matters not in 

witness statements cannot be provided in evidence; 
 allow parties to focus on contentious issues only, i.e. those 

areas where there is disagreement between the objector and the 
promoter upon which they cannot come to agreement. 

                                                 
3 The issues raised should be the same as those provided in the original objections. 
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19. The Committee is ready to begin hearing oral evidence on objections - 
which could take several meetings - once all this background work has 
been concluded.  Oral evidence-taking at this point is adversarial in 
style and is more akin to court proceedings than to normal committee 
proceedings.  A more detailed briefing on the process for hearing oral 
evidence will be provided at a later date.   

 
Proposals to amend the Bill and wider issues 

20. There are three final considerations of which Members may wish to be 
aware at this point.  

 
21. First, if there are any issues which have not been discussed by 

objectors and the promoter that the Committee considers to be still 
outstanding, it can then take evidence on these issues in the normal, 
“inquisitorial” way (for example, the Committee may wish to consider 
the extra information it requested in its Preliminary Stage report).   

 
22. Second, possible amendments to the Bill may be suggested prior to the 

end of phase 1 of Consideration Stage4.   
 
23. Depending on the nature of such a proposed amendment (for example, 

an amendment to propose an alteration in the tram route), this could 
obviously have an impact on existing objectors and may also create 
prospective new objectors.  In such cases, there is scope for these 
objectors who might be adversely affected by the proposed 
amendment to be given an equivalent opportunity to object to the Bill 
as was given to those who might have been adversely affected by the 
Bill at the time it was introduced5.  

 
24. If it seems likely that such a situation will arise - which has the potential 

to prolong substantially the Committee’s consideration of the Bill - a 
more detailed paper on the necessary arrangements will be provided 
by the clerk. 

 
25. However, at this stage the Committee should be clear that the normal 

rules about proposed amendments apply, i.e. proposed amendments 
must be within the scope of the Bill.   

 
26. Third, Members are required to be present to hear all evidence 

presented during Consideration Stage.  If a Member misses any 
part of these proceedings or becomes a member of the Committee 
after these proceedings have begun, he or she may only participate in 

                                                 
4 Ultimately however, only Members of the Committee may table amendments at phase two 
(the Committee may wish to do so, for example, when, in its view, there have been 
compelling arguments made by objectors). 
5 In such instances, the Committee will agree with the promoter what material would be 
needed to inform these prospective objectors and that they are given sufficient notification.  
Prospective objectors should also normally be given the same objection period – i.e. 60 days 
– as original objectors.  The Committee will also have to give preliminary consideration to any 
objections and any draft revised or supplementary documents.    
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the remainder of that Stage with the consent of those persons from 
whom the Committee has agreed to take evidence, or if the evidence is 
given again6.  
 

27. It should be apparent from the preceding paragraphs that it is not 
possible now to state precisely when the Committee will hear oral 
evidence.  Experience of previous Private Bills has shown that several 
objections were withdrawn before formal proceedings began, which 
would obviously affect the timetable of meetings.    

 
28. That said, it is hoped that the Committee can begin to start its oral 

evidence-taking in June.     
 
Decision 

 
29. The Committee is asked to agree whether it wishes to delegate to 

the clerk the preparation of timetable meetings.   
 

 
 
Private Bills Unit 
March 2005 

                                                 
6 Rule 9A.5.6 of Standing Orders.  
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EDINBURGH TRAM (LINE TWO) BILL COMMITTEE 
CONSIDERATION STAGE: SUGGESTED GROUPINGS OF OBJECTIONS 

 
 Background 

1. As noted in paper ED2/S2/05/4/1, the Committee has the ability to 
group those objections which it considers to be the same or similar in 
nature.  Those objectors who are not being grouped must also be given 
the right to present evidence to the Committee.    

 
2. Groupings must be made on the basis of clear, objective criteria.  

Further, there must be some “right of reply” for those objectors who do 
not agree with the Committee’s groupings.  Therefore, it is proposed 
that all objectors be sent a letter after today’s meeting indicating the 
Committee’s proposed groupings, which sets a deadline of 1 April 2005 
for their “right of reply”.  The Committee should therefore be aware that 
the groupings it agrees today may require to be reviewed before oral 
hearings commence. 

 
3. To make the grouping process manageable, it is suggested that it is 

necessary first to separate the proposed tram line by the “works 
numbers” listed in schedule 1 of the Bill1.  Then, objections can be 
grouped within these broad divisions according to the basis of the 
objectionable factor(s), for example noise, loss of access, etc.  

 
4. As there are some works numbers where there are no or very few 

objections, it is proposed that works numbers be combined as follows:   
 Works numbers 1 - 4   
 Works number 5   
 Works numbers 7 - 13  

 
5. The purpose of doing this, is to allow evidence to be received and 

heard in a structured way.  In essence, it will mean dealing with 
objections on a geographical basis, as the works numbers generally 
follow the route of the line sequentially.   

 
6. That said, there are a few objections or groups of objections which are 

more easily handled on a thematic basis (for example, “utilities” or 
“rail”).  There are also joint objectors to line 1 and line 2 whose oral 
evidence, if appropriate and if both committees agree, could be heard 
at a joint meeting of both committees.  Consequently, oral evidence 
may not be heard on as strict a geographical basis as paragraph 5 
suggests. 

 
7. The tables provided in annexe 1 suggests fourteen possible groupings 

using the outlined criteria.  When consulting the tables it should be 
borne in mind that: 
 

                                                 
1 Works numbers will include all the subdivisions of that number; for example, work number 5 
also includes work numbers 5A – 5H. 
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- They are partly designed to show possible days on which oral 
evidence could be heard by the Committee. However, there are 
various steps the Committee must go through before this stage, 
particularly gathering written information.  Therefore, the table 
should be treated simply as a useful, working guide for Members 
as to how oral evidence-taking could be structured.   

- Where objectors have had a box placed around their names, 
this indicates that they could be grouped.  Other, solitary names 
may also appear within that day’s evidence.  This means that 
their objection is not similar enough to be grouped, but that it 
could be heard on the same day (for example, because it relates 
to a similar geographical area); 

- “No.” means the objection number which each objector was 
initially allocated.  A very brief summary of each objection is also 
provided.  

 
8. Finally, the Committee can decide not to take evidence at 

Consideration Stage from some objectors if it believes that their 
interests do not, on balance, appear to be adversely affected2.   

 
9. In this context, the Committee may consider that it does not wish to 

take evidence from objection 17, as this objection relates to Edinburgh 
Tram (Line One) Bill. 

 
Decision 
The Committee is asked to agree: 

• The proposed groupings outlined in Annexe A; 
• That it will send a letter to all objectors outlining its proposed 

groupings and suggested lead objectors, inviting a “right of reply” by 
1 April 2005;    

• That, if necessary, it will agree the final groupings at a later 
Committee meeting; 

• That once final groupings have been agreed, witness lists and 
witness summaries should be requested from the lead objector(s) in 
each group and from non-grouped objectors by the following dates: 
22 April 2005 for all those objectors listed in annexe 1 under the 
headings “Day 1” to “Day 7” inclusive; and 9 May 2005 for those 
objectors listed in annexe 1 under the headings “Day 8” to “Day 9”.      

• Upon receipt of this information, the Committee will then decide 
from whom it wishes to take (a) further written information and (b) 
oral evidence. 

• That it wishes to hold a joint oral evidence-taking meeting with the 
Edinburgh Tram (Line One) Bill Committee for those objections 
which are identical for both Bills (subject to receipt of relevant 
written information);  

• That it does not wish to take any further evidence from objector 17. 

                                                 
2 Paragraph 5.27, Guidance on Private Bills.
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ANNEXE 1: PROPOSED GROUPINGS  
 

DAY 1: JOINT OBJECTORS WITH LINE 1 
 

Objector Reason No.

 Ale House pub demolished/trade loss/job loss 82
 Ale House pub demolished/trade loss/job loss 83

Versicolour  loss of amenity and value 6

CGM  lower return/disruption/less rent 7
Verity Trustees* traffic/don’t need such big area/noise/ 9

nuisance/property value loss/access/
vibration access/service supply 

ICAS parking/staff loss/amenity/ltd expansion/ 78
value loss/noise

NULLA impact on value/access/noise/constrain 25
future development opportunities/
disruption/air quality/vibration

* Lead objector  
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DAY 2: WORKS NUMBERS 1 – 4 AND WORKS NUMBER 5  

 
Objector Reason No.
New Town Congestion 14
Followed by

Followed by
Roseburn Street objectors
SRU cost of land/relocation/disruption/flooding  45

Vanguard  demolition/disruption/loss 71

Murrayfield access/income loss/damage/costs 84

Mr Earley loss and disruption 8
Stepgrades  business loss and costs 13
Mr Khalil  livelihood 30
Collinsons livelihood 28
W Kelly livelihood 29
McLean livelihood 27
P Dewar money loss/restricted land/noise 34
B Ronald financial 37
MRM* Business/cash-flow impact/affect livelihood 54

of employees/access/disruption
UGC access/ability to re-let/business impact 68
Partco access/noise/damage/value 69
* Lead objector  
 
 
Objector Reason No.
Haymarket Yards affect development plans/power 64

supply(financial) disruption/other routes 

Followed by
Jenners property value/noise/vermin/access 74

Followed by
Beauchamp financial/limit use of building 38  
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DAY 3: WORKS NUMBERS 7- 13 (PART 1)       
 
 Hermiston Gait 
Objector Reason No.
Clerical access/reduction of property value/ 61

pollution/excessive land take/alternative route
DSG* traffic/safety/fewer public visits/parking/mess/ 66

customer service/profit damage
access/physical damage

* Lead objector

Followed by
Edinburgh Park
Ed Park access/damage to environment 57
New Ed* access/damage to environment/ 58

limit future development
* Lead objector

 
 
Gyle
Objector Reason No.
Safeway*  car park/business use/disturbance/drainage 75

capacity/business impact/
environmental statement/ alternative route

O2 excessive land take/parking/trade impact/traffic 89
Disney excessive land take/trade fall/traffic 62
Thorntons excessive land take /trade fall/traffic 63
Link traffic/parking/mess/customer service/ 67

profit damage/damage
* Lead Objector

Followed by
Uni Super safety/loss of space/amenity/ 53
  inconvenience/impact on trade  
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 DAY 4: WORKS NUMBERS 7- 13 (CONTINUED)       
 

Objector Reason No.
Holmes amenity 55

Followed by
Stakis* access/congestion/parking/business impact/ 70

health and safety/damage/make hotel 
unsuitable for use/amenity/supply of services/
affect flood defence system

FSH/FSH inhibit or prevent future development/damage 31
land/excessive land take/future development 
of site

* Lead Objector

Followed by
Servis disruption/delays 1  
 

 DAY 5: WORKS NUMBERS 7- 13 (CONTINUED)       
 
Objector Reason No.
Followed by
Nat Car affect operations/obstruct traffic 44
Mead'field excessive land take 39
Ingliston  lack of plans/access/land/blight use of premises 40

and properties/ excessive land take/traffic
Norwich damage returns/value/traffic congestion/ 43

excessive land take /alternative route
Highland damage returns/value/obstruct traffic/ 41

excessive land take
Royal High congestion/restricted access/land damage/ 42

traffic/modify route/excessive land take  
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 DAY 6: WORKS NUMBERS 7- 13 (CONTINUED) 
 
Objector Reason No.
Joint  traffic/land/route change 72

Followed by
BAA removing land and development potential/ 56

road safety/traffic management/aerodrome 
safety/bird strike/electrical interference/ 
need to considerother routes  

 
 Followed by 
Objector Reason No.

RBSI* excessive land take/access/letting potential/ 60
value/disruption and financial prejudice/
alternative route

Hanover value/parking/excessive land take/property 65
unlettable and unsaleable/alternative route

*lead objector 

Followed by
Grampian access/loss of value 47

Followed by
Thames health and safety/access 76

Followed by
McDonald access/reduced customer use/noise/ 73

environmental issues  
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 DAY 7: STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS, MISCELLANEOUS AND RAIL 
 

 
STATUTORY UNDERTAKERS  

Objector Reason No.
ScoWater protection of apparatus 20
Transco disruption to apparatus 48
NTL* damage to apparatus/loss of service 87

*lead objector 

Followed by
Royal Mail delivery and collection of mail/re-siting 18

letterboxes, etc/access/health and safety/
traffic/security/parking/industrial action/
lack of space  

 
Followed by 
 
MISCELLANEOUS

Objector Reason No.
Historic Scotland insufficient safeguards for protection of 90

environment/disapplies other legislation
Followed by
Alderson  adverse impact on badgers 80  
 
Followed by 
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RAIL OBJECTORS
Objector Reason No.
BRB* faults in the Bill 49
BT Police Bill defects 52
*lead objector 

SRA  loss of land/access/operations 59

N/W Rail safety/operation and future expansion of services 24
revenue loss/increasing potential liabilities/reduce 
interests as landowner/impact on statutory role/
damage signalling system/damage to equipment/ 
access/affect structural integrity of tunnel/

Scotrail current and future operational interests/adverse 51
impact on operations, passengers and business/
passenger and staff safety/reputation/limit future 
expansion  
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DAY 8: HOUSEHOLD OBJECTORS (WORKS NUMBERS 5) 
 
Baird Drive, Balgreen  Road and Whitson Road objectors
Objector Reason No.
D Daulby loss of privacy/disturbance/devaluation/ 5

visual impact/damage
N Simpson privacy/value/amenity/safety/ 12

pollution/congestion/alternative route
WERTAG* environmental loss/noise/amenity/ 46

quality of life/alternative transport methods  
J Stevenson noise/amenity/value/alternative route 88
* Lead objector 

Followed by 
Balbirnie Place  
Objector Reason No.
Miss Reynolds* disturbance/devaluation/visual impact/mess 3
Leisnham disturbance/devaluation/visual impact/mess 4
Mrs Ball disturbance/devaluation/visual impact/mess 11
* Lead objector 

Followed by
Roseburn Maltings
Objector Reason No.
Hodkinson* disruption/loss of amenity/noise and vibration  16
M Duthie property value loss/noise/amenity/quality of life 85
* Lead objector  
 

DAY 9: HOUSEHOLD OBJECTORS (WORKS NUMBERS 10 - 12) 
 

Objector Reason No.
Kaur disturbance/noise/nuisance/visual impact/ 33

alternative route

Followed by
Hamilton value/restrict access/disruption/land loss/ 26

access

Followed by
Wilson  noise 79

Followed by
McNee devaluation/disruption/noise and vibration 2  


